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ON LINEAR TERNARY INTERSECTION SEQUENCES AND
THEIR PROPERTIES
MAHDI SALEH AND MAJID JAHANGIRI
Abstract. Let D+ be the first octant of the Euclidean space and consider
the integral cube grid G in D+. The intersections of each line with G form an
infinite sequence of three letters which can be considered as an extension of
well-known Sturmian words. A classification of such linear ternary sequences
is presented and a family of examples is constructed from a notable sequence
SM which could be viewed as an analogue of the Fibonacci word in the family
of Sturmian words. The factor complexity and the palindromic complexity of
these linear ternary sequences are also studied. The last result stated is that
each ternary sequence with factor complexity n+2 is the intersection sequence
of a line.
1. Introduction
A cutting sequence is an infinite sequence over the alphabet A = {0, 1} that
exhibits the meetings of a line L with the vertical and horizontal segments of the
square grid of a two dimensional integral lattice in the first quadrant of Euclidean
plane. The Cutting sequences were first founded by Christoffel[1] and appeared
in works of Andrey Markov [2] for finding all natural integers which satisfies a2 +
b2 + c2 = 3abc. A more geometric point of view is studied by Caroline Series
[3]. Cutting sequences can be defined in several ways in geometry, combinatorics,
number theory and algebra. For example, consider a binary sequence such that
between each pair of factors of the same length, the difference between the number
of the occurrences of every digit is at most 1. This represents the cutting sequences
as an algebraic object. Another description is that if for each positive integer n, the
binary sequence x contains exactly n+ 1 different factors with length n, x is also a
cutting sequence. The sequences from this point of view are also called Sturmian
words. In fact, Sturmian words are the cutting sequences of lines with irrational
slope. These interpretations show that the cutting sequences establish connections
between geometry, combinatorics, number theory and algebra.
Sturmian words were first founded by M. Morse and G. A. Hedlund [4] and
studied by many others. One can find a survey about this family of words in [5].
One of the most well-known Sturmian words is the Fibonacci word which is the
cutting sequence of the line with slope ϕ = 1+
√
5
2 . In this paper, we introduce a
family of sequences similar to the cutting sequences which are generated by the lines
in the 3-dimensional Euclidean space. This construction gives ternary sequences
on the alphabet T = {0, 1, 2}. Similar to the results proved about Sturmian words,
we will try to formulate some properties about the ternary sequences obtained in
this way. We also illustrate a ternary sequence derived from the binary Fibonacci
word called SM which has noticeable properties commensurable with the Fibonacci
word. For example, for each positive integer n, the sequence SM has exactly n+ 2
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different factors of length n which is the minimal value in the family of ternary
sequences. This sequence is the intersection sequence of a line LM with azimuthal
angle θ = arctan(ϕ) and polar angle φ = arccos( 14(ϕ+1) ). Furthermore, the slopes
of the orthogonal projections of the line LM in xy, xz, yz planes are ϕ, 1ϕ+1 , ϕ,
respectively. This example leads us to a family of linear ternary sequences with the
same properties as SM . Then we prove that all of the ternary sequences with the
factor complexity n+ 2 are the intersection sequences of lines.
The subjects in this paper appear as follows: in Section 2 the two dimensional
case is reviewed. Then the three dimensional case is introduced in Section 3. In the
last Section, some combinatorial properties of linear ternary intersection sequences
are investigated.
2. Two Dimensional Case
Let D+ be the first quadrant of the Euclidean plane and let G denote the integer
lattice grid in D+, i.e., G = {ax + by ∈ D+ | a, b ∈ N ∪ {0}, x, y ∈ R+, a · b = 0}.
By L : y = λx we denote a line passing through the origin with a positive slope.
Definition 1. Let L : y = λx be a line in the first quadrant, and construct the
meeting sequence of L with the grid G in a way that for each horizontal meeting we
write one 0 and for each vertical meeting we write one 1, sequentially. If L passes
through a lattice point, excluding the origin, we write 10 for such a meeting. The
corresponding binary sequence shows the cutting sequence of L, and is denoted by
Cs(L) or Cs(λ).
For example, the cutting sequence corresponding to the line L : y = ϕx is
Cs(ϕ) = 0100101001001010010 . . .
where ϕ = 1+
√
5
2 is known as the golden ratio. This sequence is called the Fibonacci
word. One can see that the ratio of appearance of 0’s and 1’s is related to the
slope of the associated line. A cutting sequence can also be presented compactly
by replacing each consecutive block of the same digits with a power representation.
It is obvious that the cutting sequence of a line with rational slope is periodic
and the cutting sequence of a line with irrational slope is aperiodic. For example
Cs(2) = 102102102 . . . and Cs(ϕ) = 0102101021021010210 . . ..
2.1. Derivation of a cutting sequence. Cutting sequences have geometric and
algebraic interpretations. Some concepts which connect these concepts are recalled
below.
Theorem 2. Let L : y = λx be a line in the first quadrant and suppose Cs(λ) is its
associated cutting sequence in compact form. If 0 < λ < 1 and 1λ is not an integer,
then we have
Cs(λ) ∈ {01b 1λ c, 01b 1λ+1 c}N.(2.1)
If 1λ is an integer, then Cs(λ) has the form
Cs(λ) ∈ {01b 1λ c}N.(2.2)
If λ > 1 and λ is not an integer, then Cs(λ) has the form
Cs(λ) ∈ {10bλc, 10bλ+1c}N,(2.3)
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and If λ is an integer, then the form of its cutting sequence is
Cs(λ) ∈ {10bλc}N.(2.4)
By bxc we mean the greatest integer number less than or equal to x.
Proof. It is proved by contradiction. One can find the details in [3]. 
Definition 3. For the line L : y = λx, the value of L, which is denoted by val(L),
is defined as bλc if λ > 1, and b1/λc if 0 < λ < 1. The case λ = 1 is a trivial case
which will not be considered at all.
Definition 4. Suppose L is a line with slope λ > 1. Replacing each factor 10val(L)
with 0′ and replacing each remaining 1 with 1′ in Cs(L) results in a new sequence
which is called the derivation of Cs(L) and is denoted by Cs(1)(L). If a sequence
is derived k times, the final sequence is denoted by Cs(k)(L).
Two important theorems about derivation sequences are presented. Their proofs
can be found in [3].
Theorem 5. For the line L in the plane with slope λ > 1, the derivation sequence
Cs(1)(λ) is the cutting sequence of a new line L′. The slope λ′ of L′ is λ′ =
λ − val(L). In the case of 0 < λ < 1, the associated cutting sequence of L′ is
Cs(1)(1/λ) and its slope is λ′ = 11
λ−val(L)
.
The value of the kth derivation of the line L is denoted by valk. It is remarkable
that the sequence Cs(λ) is equal to Cs(1/λ) in which the roles of 0’s and 1’s are
interchanged.
Theorem 6. Let L be a line in D+ and let VL = val0, val1, val2, ... be the sequence
of values of the derivations of L. Then
λ = val0 +
1
val1 +
1
val2+
1
val3+
1
val4+...
.(2.5)
2.2. Sturmian words and cutting sequences. A summary of the relationship
between the cutting sequences of lines with irrational slopes and other important
binary words is presented here.
Definition 7. Consider a(n infinite) word x = x1x2 . . . . Any finite word xij =
xixi+1...xj of x, (i ≤ j), is a factor of x of length j − i + 1. The set of factors of
the word x with cardinality n is denoted by fn(x).
Two factors xij and xkl of a word x with length n are the same if for each 0 ≤ t ≤ n,
xi+t = xk+t.
Definition 8. Let x = x1x2x3 . . . be an infinite word. For each n ∈ N, the n-
complexity of x, which is denoted by C(x, n), is the number of different factors of
x with length n. Clearly, C(x, n) = Card(fn(x)).
An infinite word x such that C(x, n) = n+ 1 for all n ∈ N is called a Sturmian
word.
Definition 9. Consider the infinite word x = x1x2x3 . . . . This word is C-balanced
if for each two factors u and w with equal length, ||w|a− |u|a| ≤ C for all letters a,
where |w|a denotes the number of occurrences of a in the factor w.
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Figure 1. The cube grid
The following theorem justifies the equivalency between three concepts in geom-
etry, combinatorics and algebra [3].
Theorem 10. Let x = x1x2x3 . . . be an infinite word. The following statements
are equivalent:
(i) x is the cutting sequence of a line with irrational slope.
(ii) x is a Sturmian word.
(iii) x is a 1-balanced and aperiodic word.
3. Three dimensional case
In agreement with the two dimensional case, we again use D+ to present the
first octant of the Euclidean space and use G for the integral cube grid in D+. By
L = (θ, φ) we denote the line passing through the origin with the azimuthal angle
θ and the polar angle φ in the first octant. Similar to the two dimensional case,
we consider the intersection sequence of L with respect with the cubic grid. In this
case, one 0 is written for each intersection with a face parallel to the xy plane, one
1 is written for each intersection with a face parallel to the xz plane and one 2 is
written for each intersection with a face parallel to yz plane, so a ternary sequence
of letters {0, 1, 2} is obtained. The intersection sequence of the line L is denoted by
Is(L). A natural question is whether a ternary sequence is an intersection sequence
of a line. To answer this question the following theorem is stated.
Theorem 11. Let C be a line in the D+ and S be the intersection sequence of C
with the grid G. Then by removing each of the 0’s, 1’s or 2’s from S, the resulting
binary sequence is the cutting sequence of a line in the Euclidean plane.
Proof. The orthogonal projections of C in the two planes xy and yz are lines. Now
consider the intersection point of C with a face of grid G parallel to the xy plane,
which is denoted by P . The orthogonal projection P ′ of P in the yz plane is an
intersection point of C|yz with one of the horizontal lines of the square grid of
the yz plane. So the binary sequence obtained by removing 2’s from the ternary
intersection sequence of C is the cutting sequence of the orthogonal projection of C
in the square grid of the yz plane. We have the same scenario with 0’s and 1’s. 
3.1. Finding θ and φ. Consider a line L in D+ with the intersection sequence
Is(L). Let λxy be the slope of the line L|xy. From Theorem 5, deriving the binary
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Figure 2. The spherical coordinates
sequence Cs(L|xy) results in the value of λxy. Then θ = arctan(λxy). To calculate
φ, we have r2 = x2 + y2 + z2 and cos(φ) = zr (see Figure 2). Therefore
L =
arctan(λxy), arccos
√ 1
λ2xz +
1
λ2yz
+ 1
 ,(3.1)
where λxy is the slope of the line L|xy, and λxz is the slope of the line L|xz.
For example, consider the simple periodic sequence T = 00120012001200 . . .. By
removing all 2’s from T , the obtained binary sequence Tyz is the cutting sequence
of a line with slope 2. In other words, Tyz = Cs(2) and Txz = Cs(
1
2 ). Similarly, by
removing all 0’s from T , Txy = Cs(1). So the ternary sequence T is the intersection
sequence of the line L = (pi4 , arccos(
√
4
21 )) in the Euclidean space. The following
example shows a ternary sequence which is not the intersection sequence of a line.
Example 12. The Tribonacci word
t = 010201001020101020100102 . . .(3.2)
is a ternary sequence constructed by the recursive form tn+3 = tn+2tn+1tn, with
t1 = 0, t2 = 01, t3 = 0102. This ternary sequence is 2-balanced and for each integer
n > 0, C(t, n) = 2n+1. Now consider the binary sequence txz = 0
220420320420220 . . .
obtained by removing all 1’s. By Theorem 2 we know that there is no line with the
cutting sequence txz. So The Tribonacci word is not the intersection sequence of
any line. 
4. Complexity of the intersection sequences of lines
In [6] it is stated that the intersection sequences of lines and 2-balanced ternary
sequences are the same. Unlike the binary case, sequences with minimal complexity
and 1-balanced sequences are not the same in the ternary case [5, 7]. But we can
construct some 2-balanced ternary sequences with minimal complexity n + 2, for
each integer n > 0. For example, the novel sequence
SM = 01020101020102010102010102010201010201020101020 . . .(4.1)
is a ternary sequence constructed by replacing all 00 factors in the Fibonacci word
with 020. We have the following interesting property about this sequence.
Theorem 13. The ternary sequence SM is the intersection sequence of a line LM
in which Cs(LM |xy) = Cs(ϕ), Cs(LM |xz) = Cs( 1ϕ+1 ) and Cs(LM |yz) = Cs(ϕ).
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Proof. Removing all 2’s from SM we reconstruct the original Fibonacci sequence.
Thus Cs(LM |yz) = Cs(ϕ). Removing all 0’s from SM results in the sequence of
the projection LM on the xy plane. Applying the following replacements to the
Fibonacci word also constructs the SMxy .
01→ 1
0→ 2
These replacements result in a sequence that coincides with the derivation of the
Fibonacci word with respect to the factors 01 and 0, such that the 2’s are replaced
by the 0’s in turn. So the constructed sequence is equivalent to Cs(1)(ϕ). By
Theorem 5, Cs(LM |xy) = Cs( 11
ϕ
) = Cs(ϕ). Removing 1’s results in a sequence in
which the frequency of 0’s is one greater than the frequency of 1’s in SMxy . So by
Theorem 6 we have Cs(LM |xz) = Cs( 1ϕ+1 ). Since λxz = 1λyz×λxy , there is a line
LM ∈ R3 such that LM = (arctan(ϕ), arccos( 14(ϕ+1) ) and Is(LM ) = SM . 
Theorem 14. For each integer n > 0, C(SM , n) = n+ 2.
Proof. By the structure of the sequence SM , SM2k+1 = 0 for k ≥ 0. We calculate
the n-complexity of the sequence SM . In fn(S
M ), each factor starting with 0 has
dn2 e occurrences of 0 and bn2 c occurrences of 1 or 2. Since the binary sequence SMxy
is the cutting sequence of a line with an irrational slope, C(SMxy , bn2 c) = bn2 c + 1.
Thus, there are bn2 c + 1 factors in fn(SM ) starting with 0. On the other hand,
each factor with 0 as its second letter has bn2 c letters of 0 and dn2 e letters of 1 or
2. Since C(SMxy , dn2 e) = dn2 e+ 1, there are dn2 e+ 1 factors in fn(SM ) with 0 as the
second letter. Therefore, there are bn2 c+ 1 + dn2 e+ 1 = n+ 2 factors with length n
for each integer n > 0 in the sequence SM . In other words, for each integer n > 0,
C(SM , n) = n+ 2. 
Definition 15. Let x = x1x2x3 . . . be an infinite sequence over the alphabet A =
{0, 1, 2, . . . , k}. The binary sequence obtained by applying the following rules to
the sequence x is a sequential projection of x, which is denoted by Pax.
a→ 0 , for a ∈ A
b→ 1 , for each b ∈ A\{a}
Theorem 16. Consider the alphabet A = {0, 1, 2} and let S = x1x2x3 . . . be an
infinite sequence over the alphabet A such that for each positive integer n, C(S, n) =
n+2. Suppose there is an a ∈ A such that PaS = Cs(1). Then the binary sequence
obtained by removing a’s from the sequence S is cutting sequence of a line.
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose a = 0. The occurrence of 0’s in the
sequence S is periodic but the factor complexity function of this sequence is strictly
increasing. So, the binary sequence Sxy is aperiodic and for each positive integer n,
C(Sxy, n) ≥ n+ 1. Applying the same strategy as the proof of Theorem 14 results
in C(S, n) = C(Sxy, bn2 c) + C(Sxy, dn2 e) = n + 2. By the previous argument we
should have C(Sxy, bn2 c) = bn2 c + 1 and C(Sxy, dn2 e) = dn2 e + 1. By Theorem 10,
the binary sequence Sxy is the cutting sequence of a line. 
Definition 17. Let x = x1x2x3 . . . xn be a finite sequence. The sequence x
r =
xnxn−1xn−2 . . . x1 is the reverse of x.
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It is proved in [4] that for any finite sequence u ∈ fn(x) where x is Sturmian,
ur ∈ fn(x).
Theorem 18. Let the finite sequence u be a factor of the infinite ternary sequence
SM defined in (4.1). Then the sequence ur is a factor of SM .
Proof. By Theorem 13 the binary sequence SMxy is Sturmian. Thus, if uxy ∈ fn(SMxy),
then urxy ∈ fn(SMxy). Since SM2k+1 = 0 for each integer k ≥ 0, the ternary sequence
u′ = 0(urxy)10(u
r
xy)20 . . . 0(u
r
xy)n0 is a factor of the infinite ternary sequence S
M .
Since ur is a factor of u′, ur is a factor of SM . 
Definition 19. Let x = x1x2x3 . . . xn be a finite sequence. The sequence x is
palindrome if and only if for each integer k > 0, xk = xn−k+1. Clearly, x is
palindrome if and only if x = xr.
Definition 20. Let x = x1x2x3 . . . be an infinite sequence. For each integer n > 0,
the function P (x, n) counts the number of factors of x with length n which are
palindromes, i.e., P (x, n) = Card({u ∈ fn(x)|u = ur}).
Lemma 21. Let x = x1x2x3 . . . be an infinite binary sequence. Then x is Sturmian
if and only if for each integer k ≥ 0, P (x, 2k + 1) = 2 and P (x, 2k) = 1
One can find a proof of this lemma in [4]. We want to state a similar classification
in the case of ternary sequences with a sequential projection of slope 1.
Theorem 22. For each integer k ≥ 0, P (SM , 2k) = 0 and P (SM , 2k + 1) = 3.
Proof. We compute the palindromic complexity in two cases. In the first case, we
have P (SM , 2) = 0. So for each integer k > 0, P (SM , 2k) = 0. In the second case,
P (SM , 1) = 3. For k > 0, since the parity of the places of all 0 letters are equal, the
appearance of 0’s in the odd length factors is symmetric. So to check that the factor
u ∈ f2k+1(SM ) is a palindrome, it is enough to check if the binary sequence uxy is
palindrome. As in the proof of Theorem 14, there are b 2k+12 c+1 factors with length
2k+1 with the first letter 0 and there are d 2k+12 e+1 factors with length 2k+1 with
the second letter 0. So, P (SM , 2k + 1) = P (SMxy , b 2k+12 c) + P (SMxy , d 2k+12 e). Since
the parity of b 2k+12 c + 1 and d 2k+12 e + 1 is always different, then for each integer
k ≥ 0, P (SM , 2k + 1) = 3, by Lemma 21. 
Corollary 23. Let x = x1x2x3 . . . be an aperiodic infinite ternary sequence over
alphabet A = {0, 1, 2}. Suppose there is an a ∈ A such that Pax = Cs(1). Then
P (x, 2k) = 0 and P (x, 2k + 1) = 3, for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
Proof. Without loss of generality we suppose that a = 0. Since P0x has slope 1,
letters of 0 and 1 appear alternatingly in P0x. From now on, the technique of the
proof of the Theorem 22 can be applied to the sequence P0x instead of S
M . 
Definition 24. Let x = x1x2x3... be an infinite word in the alphabet A =
{0, 1, . . . , k}. The (directed) Rauzy graph Gn(x) of order n is a (directed) graph
with vertex set Fn(x) and the edge set
{(bv, va)|a, b ∈ A, bva ∈ fn+1(x)}
We want to classify the Rauzy graphs of linear intersection sequences with com-
plexity n+ 2.
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Figure 3. The graph G2(S
M ).
Theorem 25. Consider the Rauzy graph Gn(S
M ). The (directed) degree of all
vertices of Gn(S
M ) is 1 except one vertex with the (directed) degree 2.
Proof. Since the ternary sequence SM is infinite, for each factor d ∈ fn(SM ) there
is a letter a ∈ {0, 1, 2} for which the factor d′ = da is in fn+1(SM ). So the degree of
each vertex of the graph Gn(S
M ) is at least 1. By Theorem 14, C(SM , n) = n+ 2
so C(SM , 1) = 3 and for each integer n > 1, C(SM , n) = C(SM , n−1)+1. So there
should be exactly one factor in fn−1(SM ) that generates two factors of fn(SM ).
Thus there is a unique vertex w ∈ Gn(SM ) with degree 2. The graph G2(SM ) is
shown in the Figure 3. 
Now we want to prove a generalization of Theorem 16 in order to classify the
linearity of the all ternary sequences with minimal complexity.
Theorem 26. Let S = x1x2x3... be an infinite sequence such that for each positive
integer n, C(S, n) = n+ 2. Then S is an intersection sequence of a line.
Proof. Two cases are considered. Suppose there exists a letter a ∈ {0, 1, 2} such
that PaS = Cs(1). Without loss of generality we can assume that a = 0. Removing
0’s from S results in the sequence S1,2. By Theorem 16, C(S1,2, n) = n + 1, for
each positive integer n, and so by Theorem 10 there exists a line `xy with irrational
slope λxy which the sequence S1,2 is its cutting sequence. From Theorem 2 and
Definition 3, S1,2 ∈ {12val(`xy), 12val(`xy)+1}N or S1,2 ∈ {21val(`xy), 21val(`xy)+1}N.
By the symmetry we can assume that the first representation occurred. Since 0
letters in S appear alternatingly, the number of 2’s between two consecutive 1’s is
one less than the number of 0’s. So each factor of S between two consecutive 1’s
contains val(`xy) + 1 or val(`xy) + 2 letters of 0 with respect to the occurrence of 2
in that factor, by Definition 4 one can asserts that the first derivation of S1,2 and
S0,1 are the same. Therefore by Theorem 6 the line `yz with slope λyz =
1
λxy+1
has S0,1 as its cutting sequence. By a similar reasoning it is deduced that the
line `xz with the slope λxz = 1 +
1
λxy
has S0,2 as its cutting sequence. Because
λxy =
1
λxz×λyz , there exists a line L ⊆ R3 such that its orthogonal projections on
xy, xz and yz planes are `xy, `xz and `yz, respectively. If we define S
′ = x′1x
′
2x
′
3 . . .
as the intersection sequence of L in R3 then by a simple contradiction one can
show that S = S′. For this, let k be the first place in which xk 6= x′k and consider
the sequence Sxk,x′k and S
′
xk,x′k
. By the above construction of S′, we should have
Sxk,x′k = S
′
xk,x′k
which contradicts the difference of S and S′ in the kth letter.
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Figure 4. The graph G2(S)
If there is no a ∈ {0, 1, 2} such that Pax = Cs(1), then there exists an A ∈
{0, 1, 2} such that AA ∈ f2(x). Renaming {A,B,C} = {0, 1, 2}, the graph G2(S)
has the form shown in Figure 4. So there is an integer n ∈ N such that the sequence
S has the following form
S ∈ {AnBC,An+1BC}N
Removing all A letters from S results in the cutting sequence of the line `xy : y = x.
On the other hand, removing C from S results in the sequence SA,B which is the
cutting sequence of a line with slope λ, by Theorem 10. Similarly, SA,C = Cs(λ).
So the ternary sequence S is the intersection sequence of the line L ⊆ R3 with
slopes 1, λ and 1λ . So a similar situation occurs as the previous case. 
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